
Chapter- II 

NON LINEAR THEORY OF ELASTICITY 
When an elastic body undergoes deformation under the action of external forces stresses 

and strains arc developed within the body. The state of stress at a point within the body is specified, 
at most by nine components of stress.ln the linear theory the strains in the middle surface are 
neglected in which the deflections arc small compared with the thickness of the plate. If one wishes 
to study the exact analysis of the non linear theory of plates he may be refe1~d to the Donnel's work 
Ill() l- The relations between the strains and displacement may be put as r II 0]. 

~ 

in which higher powers and products of the displacements involving£ have been omitted. We will 

confine our attention to cases where both the strains and deflections slopes~~v and%": are small 
compared to unity: and in general, for plates used in mechanics and siructmes thee{llow~ble strains 
and ddlection slopes are very small compared tp unity. It is imp011ant to note that for the membrane 

. I . I. k uu ~Jv ux d rJv . b I . . ) . I part of t 1e stram terms 1 ·e ux . r)v • rjv an ;JXare 1mportant, ut t 1e terms·mvo vmg t 1e squares. 
or product of themselves will be negligible, while tl~e flexural strain terms like~ (u!~i) are very 
small compared to the principal flexural terms like~. Similar arguments may be pre~€nfud for the 

. . . . (()!\'\ Aw) ~ . 2 • • • ommJssJon of terms like ux) \dX and ter-m contammg z . Moreover the denvatJOn ofthe stram-
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displacement relations is based on Love-Kirchhoffhypothesis (i.e .. the linear filaments of the plate 
initially perpendicular to the middle surface remain straight and perpendicular to the deformed 
middle surtace and sutler no extensions). With these assumption and aproximations. the total strains 
in the layer of the plate parallel to and a distance z from the middle surtace, they can be written as 

where the terms withintii,W- bracket being constants with respect to 'z' are membrane strain and· 
the last terms containing the factor 'z' are flexural strains. 

Stress- Strllill Rellltions : 

For isotropic materials the elastic stress-strain relations or Hook's Law have been found from ex
periments to be. in general, as : 

E~ = f (0:- ~Oi- .£a;:) 

6~ = f Ccr-- =fa;_-- -f o;:) 

e~ ==i(a;-£o;-£~) 

----- -[!-·~ 



But for plane stress. i.e .. when 0 x' () Y and () xy are assumed to be uniform over the thickness and () z' 

() xz' 0 yz are every wh~re zero, the relations given by [2.3] wi II then reduce to 

e:" =-t (a;- _-fCJ() 

Ed-= t Ca; -fa;:) 

a:-== (~i·) (€,. +t€'1) 
CJ; _ E. . (E(!+2fEx) 

(J (1-2f:~.) 

For the case of plane strain, i.e., when ez = 0, equation ( 2.3 ) will then become 

U· == -v (CJ; + ·a;) 
7: 

€ ~ - l-"25'.: (a;- 2f" cr;-) 
... .• g \.' 1-"21" 

6,., :::: 1-'21,.. fa-:-- ?[ a:.-) 
a e'-:t t=?? X. 

:; 2[1+~] 
E/(1-"15'") 

Principle of Virtut1/ Work : 

In obtaining the solutions of elastic; _·problems energy principles and variational methods 
play an important role. It will be seen later that the governing differential equations are direct 
consequences of the minimisation of the energy expressions associated with the structure con
cerned. The method is termed as ·variational method' since it is based on calculus of variation. The 

4. 
basis of·calculus ofvariation' is the ·principle of virtual work' enuncited by the great mathemati-
cian John Bernouli in 1717, -""If under the action of a certain force a pa1ticle undergoes an arbitrary 
small disph1cement, called a virtual displacement and ifthe pa1ticle retains its condition of equilib
rium then the total workdone by the force is zero." 



Sint:l! the principl~ o!'viytul work is VI.!I'Y comnwn in every sphen.: of mathematics we would 
better lcav~ it h~:r~: and carry out thl.! r~:quired i11athemati~.:al operations without giving much empha-
sis Oil the theor)· of•' ' 'the principle. 

•. . . . 

1.\!t us denote the total workdone against the nllltual actions between the particles in an 
elastic body ClliC. to tf1e Vii1Ual displacements OU,OV,OW, by OV, where Oli,OV,OW are the displace- ·, 
ments parallel to the axes of a Cartesian system of coordinates wih respect to a certain origin; then .. 
the total ,~;ork done by the mutual actions is -'6Y. · · · · 

lfth~re be forces applied at the boundary of the bo~y Jll}.d ifX,Y, z be the components oft£e. • 
body forces along the, x.y,z directions respectively, and X,Y,Z be the component of the boundry · ·. 
forces per unit area then the work d?i1e by them. .· . . . 

w :. fJ]'cx bu.+Y~\i+Z b141)&.,cd.<fct~ 
+ Jf(X btt·t-Y cS"-r~ G~)ctA. 

ciA being the eleinentai·y area and the integration being taken over the pa1;t of the bolmdary surface: 
of the body. 011 whichclisplacements are not prescribed. It is impm1ant to note herethat the pat1 ~f · · 
the surface \vhcre forces are prescribed is the same as the part where displace1~1ents are not pre-' 
scribed. We may· assume futther that the external forces are constants during the viitual displace-
ment. when \ve put· · · · · . · 

8(V~W) ='= 0 --------~-----.:-~~--~-.:- [ 2 .. 7 ] · ·.· :. 
.· . 

: :·' 

Pt•in.cipl~ i1f Miniinum Potcnth11 Ene~gy and Principle of Complementary Energy : 

The expression ( V--W ), consi~tingofV, the potential energy~(def~rmation,; and -W, the' .. · 

; '" ·. 
, ': 

., ',. 

; ', ,· 

pt1tehtial cnei·gy of the extei·nal forces is called the 'Potential En erg)'' of the system; For stable' " 
t~qtiilibrium it can be sho\vn tlu1t the total potential energy of the system is .positive, hence in this . 
case the ttltal potential energy oftl~e system is a ininimum. This is the pi-inciple of minimum pote.il-· . 
tial energy. · · · · · · 

' '. 

In case of:l\iibrating plate there is ail additional energy, the Kinetic Enei·gy. lfwe denote it 
by T then we can form the Lagrangiati . . · · 

L:: T-lJ. U is the potential energy--~--------------------- [2.8]. 

Applyillg Hamilton's principle we can further show that the H1~miltoniaii 
H , ... T t U ::the total energy 

'•. 

.. ::. 

',·-' 

- . . . : . 

I r the potential energy is independent of velocities ( i.e., it1dcpehclent of u,v,w.) reniains 
positive. since by defination, "1". the kinetic energy is positive definite. 

Instead of varying the displacements from those at equilibrium, one ·may want to vary the 
stress cohipoi1ents. If ocr , '6q ,·8cr be the small variations it1 the stress com]Jonents cr cr cr··. · 

' . . X. ., -.y . . . 1'..' y' "' 
respectJ\\!]y, then the change 111 the stram energy per unit thickness ofthe plate may be written a!1 

~.;rr == JJctC~'o; +o;~a; -'o;~o;---vt1i~a:;)+-l!; o; ~o;;Jd.A r;.·9J 
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The body forces being given external forces, remain unchanged but on that part of the boundary 
where surface forces are not prescribed, corresponding to the variation of stress components, there 
will be some variation in the boundary surface forces. In this case also it can be seen that the 
variation of the total energy 'n ' is zero, i.e., 

Where V* isthe strain energy per unit thickness of the plate and W* is the work done by the bound
ary-surt:1ce torces. The expression n is called the Complementary Energy ofthe system. We have 
seen in the case of potential energy, the same deduction may be made and we may conclude that 
"tor all stress satisfying the equilibrium conditions in the interior and on the part ofthe boundary 
surface where the surface forces are prescribed, the stresses which satisfy the compatibility equa
tions, are such that the complementary energy assumes a satisfactory value". Note that we have 
imposed the restriction on the stresses to satisfy the compatibility equations for the deduction of 
equation ( 2.1 0 ) depends on this restriction. 

Deductio11 of Equatio11 of Equilibrium am/ Bou11dary Cmulitimrs: 

Let us consider a plate of thickness 'h '. The mid-plane of the plate is given by z = 0 and the two 
surfaces are denoted by S 

1 
and S

2
, defined by z = %- and z = -~ , respectively. 

Hence forth we shall be mainly concerned with plane-stress only. Accordingly, we consider the 
total strain energy 

-R,/2. 

v =llf(a;€,. +~€~ + ~ €~&zJ.A [2·i!] 

--Rf2. 

combining equation ( 2.9) and ( 2.4 ). Using the stress-strain relations given by ( 2.4) to express the 
strains in terms of stresses, or the stresses in terms of strains equation ( 2.11 ) may be written as 

~.?J-

v " iE fJ f co;-2.-to;a; +a; +2-{i-1-25)0: Jckcl.A r:~.·tY 
ft _..Jtj;t, 

c~·~iJ . 

Replacing the strains in the expression ( 2.11 ) and taking the first variation ofthe strain energy one 
can write 

IO 



We shall now preform the integration with respect to z first and introduce the stress resultants N , 
X 

N , N and moment intensity M , M , M respectively. defined by 
~"'J "''I 1CJ 

~~ 

N x. .-. sa;; ch -= -R.o;;;, 
-.JV:z. 

-«~~ 

N'<t =' sa; d'i == -Ro;, 
-"o/z-

..JV'1--

M,._ ,_ J a;- ;z k 
-"o/~ 

--R-J'/J 

M~ "'J C) ;! c:h 
--1tJ'].; 
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Where the symbol N, represents forces per unit length in the x-direction, Nv in they-direction and 
N :=: N is a force in the xy-direction. Similarly M , M and M_ represent the moments per unit 
~~ ~ X Y MY 

length in the respective directions as shown in the figure J 

~· 
,.. a Nll'j 

N.c 

Figure/ : Stress and moment resultants for a rectangular plate. 

Q.x 

< 

Figurel: Stress resultants and moments 

For practical purpose we may write N.Jtl = N
1
x..and equation ( 2.9) may be replaced by 

I~ 



_ ~M o:vb~ 4 N r}.5"+ ow -o ~1.6) 
?t':f ox ot ~ \"or o(f Of . 

- M L ' 0
} &xcid' [z:r6] ~ 0 (J'J.o 

IfFx., F~ and F-z. be the components ofthe external forces acting in the directions ofx, y and z axes 
respectively then the vittual workdone is given by 

b C•>w" = _ JJ (~ hu + F~ (v +~ b'w)ctsJ.~ [.e·J'fj 

st 

where S
1 

is that pa1t of the side boundary where the external forces are prescribed 

U:::: tt-:!ot.& 
OX / 

u.v,w being the displacement componentsofthe middle surface ~fthe plate. 

[z:18] 

Considering the load intensity 'p' the principle ofvi1tual work for the present problem (for. 
simplicity we are, for the time being, avoiding the expression for the kinetic energy associated with 
the motion of the plate) may be put in the following form 

(3 



_ jJCF,.bu +~ ~v+ F., bw)cl.s&, 

st 

where S denote the mid-surface region of the plate. 
Ill 

Let us introduce the following integrals. 

~/w 

N~ = f~ch 
--?vj!J., 

~f:z., 

Mx£ "'f F,_l!J~ 
-~~ 

ttr 

~/'k 

M :1.! == f F1 'lch 

--?./~ 



The first variation of the potential ofthe applied forces, including the load intensity 'p', 

corresponding to equation ( 2.17 ) may be written as 

~(o)w* - -s~ b'"'".tu!t + JJN.r c;u.-,(c£s + 1J N-v/u.,J.s 
5?n St S1 

where u and u. are the in-plane displacements of the boundary of the plate in directions normal 
u s . 

and tangential respectively to the boundary ( Figure 2.3 ). Nu is taken as positive in compression as 
shown in Fig-3 

' I 

'1' 
J! 

Fig 3 : Boundary loading on the plate segment 

If the direction cosines ofthe normal (drawn outward) be ( l,m,o) i.e., I= cos(x;l$) and 
m = cos(y.~). we can write 

The displacements along the normal and tangential directions may be put 

t~ '7 lu + mv, us = -mu + lv --- - - ----------- ---- - ( 2.23) 

With the above notations we can express 

15" 
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Aeso N ?.-I :::: ( f N'lf - -an N-»'5) ;;:= ,f_ N + tm N X ,c.d 

N(J-1 = ( m N"Jf + £ N :»s) 

or, N . a-1 ::: (12. Nx~ + N<17n) 
[2:2,5] 

- - -
M :;>" M .f + M "m '2f' · x-i 'JV / 

-

Finally we introduce the transverse shear forces of plate theory 

~i = Qx ~ + Q(f?n 

~X .:=- oM:rr + otvr'X'it 
ox -0~ 

G!(J :::: -oM~ + oM,_'t t:z:uJ 
o 'cf O:;L-
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We are how in a position to utili"se the·extermization process and to. apply Green's ~~eo;reb,: so loi1g 
as the du imcl dv are involved in the integrals in the following equation obtaineq from relatiot1s, · 
given by eqiiation:s ( 2.16 ) .:. ( 2.28). ·. · ·· . · · ·· ;. · ' . 
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Combining l:quations ( 2.16 ) and( 2.21 ) Wl: may rewrite for thl: total potential energy variation": ,: 

. ·~ : 



+ N co~rA. + o~tt + o~ 'o~w +~_Lb~ \ 
1l~ O'J- ox "'();t 04 c ~ ox ) 

_ ZM '?Tb~- +N~(o~'!+o!.V ~~tc-)-MCI~ b:fd.xJ.~ 
"'t ox o~ to~ Of ~ -a~2- ~ 

_If p ~t<> J.,. J.;j + J N21 ~ u. >f &qj N >fs ~u.5 Js"' 0 lJ·~ 

We now perform the line integrals considering the equilibrium of the plate element and the nota
tions defined earlier. 

~-if- _ === _ \liroNx. +oN"-' 1 ~u. + (oN"'1 _..oN:~\~""' 
s Jj Ll-ox o~ 'j ox ~) 

+ {o~M)(.. + 2_.'o~M,..1 + o~M'I + o (Nx. ow) 
ox~J.. oxo~ 0~~ ox ~ 

+ _Q_ (N o"') +£_ (N ~)+.£-(Nt~)..f.. p}bL\) lJ.x~ 
O(J ;c,(f ~ ox "-;j O'if ' 0'( ~ ~ 

+feN,+ N,) b tt.>fJ.s + s( N,.., + N,.s) ~ ~ <ls . 

r r 

-_ fM ~a¢ &.s + r (Qll" + .Q_ M"Jf.s + Nlf ~ + N "~ _ \ ~kicls j r 2>(;~ j l ~5 o~ :Vs o.S) 
r r 

- (M bttJ~ ::::. 0 
- "lfS / . t 2,"3e) 

IB 

_.., 



The last expression accounts for corners in the boundary. Considering the condition of equilibrium, 
one may deduce from equation [ 2.30 J 

0 

-- 0 

The mechanical boundary conditions are obtained fonn the remaining line integrals on the bound
ary 

Either: N =- N or u is specified ------------------ - -- ( 2.34 ) 
u u 

Either N =- N or u is specified------- ---- - ---- - - - ( 2.35 ·) 
US US() S 

Either M == 0 or ~ is specified - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - ( 2.36 ) 
·" dv 

Either 

~ -+ 0 M~.s N 'or.v N bt.V 0 
,r os + ?r b'2r + zrs "'S = 

or w is specified---------------------------- ( 2.37) 

The last term in equation ( 2.30 ) which accounts for the corners, indicates 

At discontinuties [ M"sow] = 0 ---------------------- ( 2.38) 

Equation ( 2.3 I - 2.33 ) together with the geometrical boundary conditions constitute the problem 
for a flat plate in large deflection. . 
With proper transformations. we can get the mechanical boundary conditions otherwise 

On the boundary, C
1 

: 
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) 

We shall now establish the stress resultant displacement relations from equation ( 2.15 ) after per
. forming the necessary integrations and expressing them in terms of partial derivatives ofthe three 
displacements u, v, was : 



[z·~tU] 

[:l-: lf5] 

3 

~e D c~ !=-ft- , ~ :re~u.nJ. ..-'al.&t.td' ~ -- 12 (f-?5,.) 

~ c == 
E~ 

J ~ e~~ ~iatd.it<t 
~~ (1-i,.) 

Now introducing the Airy's stress function F defined by 

==-~ 
:t:m 

==- _ --R-_o_y_F __ 

'Ox o0 

_ compatible with equations ( 1.30 ) and ( 2.31 ). 

We can now express the membrane strains[~ . E . E 1 in terms of membrane stress ( <J , <J , 
. xm yru xym .'\Ill ym 

<J ) and e(jUate the san1e in terms of displacements and Airy's stress function in the followi-ng 
XV111 

fm:m: 



-r;.,(t+-~) o"'F -- f_.g, 0')(. 0~ 

. 0'1- 0.,. - 0?--
J\pplying the operators· ~~ ~ : , d?C"bi to the first, second and third of the above equations, 
respectively and adding them together, in order to eleminate u and v one obtains 

Further assuming that the thickness of the plate is constant. and combining equation ( 2.33 ) with 
1-!quations ( 2.40 ) - ( 2.45 ) one can write 

l:quation ( 2.4S ) and ( 2.49 ) are the well known Von Kaniuu1 plate equations. 
The equation ( 2.48 ) is known as the 'compatibility equation' and the equation ( 2.49 ) is the 
equation of equilibrium in the direction of the z axis. these equations hencef011h will be termed as 
Kaniw11 equations. These Kan1uu1 equations may be written in a simplified form by introducing the 
non linear operator 0C . defined by 



4-
VF 

4 
f) \7 w 

The above two equations are the governing equations for thin plates at large deflections under a 

static load. However. they may be extended to a dynamic case by changing p by~_~~~) 

While deducing the governing differential equations tor a dynamic case, we shall consider the 
kinetic energy ofthe plate. given by 

In this case we shall have to minimize the integral 

when the integral is obtained by combining equations (2 .29) and ( 2.53 ). The equations of equilib
rium will thus be transformed to 

2-3 
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Thcsecquations art~ cqulvitidiHt~ cqtlatiOI1s ( 2.31 )~ (2.33) for tl~estatic cas~ differing only b;th~>_:: :: 
im~rt ia terms on the ri.ght hand. side. I I' we neglect thc'inel·tia in the plane orth~ plate i.e., if we set tl1e · : 

. rig.llt hand sick or d1untions ( ~.55.) and ( 2.56 ) to zero. the resulting cquatio;1s will thbnbc 
transt'ornh!d to .... :_r 

· ... . '·-~-. :·· 
., ::. 

r~sgj'·.·~· 

These ;lrL' the ~on~ming dlllercntial equations for thin plates at hirgc amplitudes. The clctlccdon 
l'uncl inn ". is dcpcndt.:11t on the space coordinates as well as on th~: time. It _is important to note that 

_ I ilL: l<~;id ·p· tll:ty hL· unilill'lll. eoncentnill:d at a point or-distributed over a segment ortlw plate: it 
may be ck·pendcnt or independent or time. as for example. in case of forced vibration, p becon1es 
runctiun or time. 




